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Executive summary
The vision for intelligent enterprise transformation is to break down barriers. Workers
are no longer confined by location or specific hours; they operate anywhere, anytime,
on any device. Intelligent technologies and smart machines enable new ways to
perform tasks, creating new opportunities for value creation across the organization.
IDC’s latest Future of Work (FoW) predictions for 2019 reinforce the vision of a
workspace in which humans and bots work together to drive an organization’s
digital transformation (DX) in the Industry 4.0 era. From artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning to augmented/virtual reality and the Internet of Things (IoT),
these innovation accelerator (IA) technologies underpin the wave of continuous
innovation and disruption of traditional business models. IDC estimates that
Asia-Pacific ICT spending, primary driven by rapid adoption of IA technologies,
will cross the US$1.5 trillion mark in 2021.
T H I S I D C I N F O B R I E F L O O K S AT T H E Q U E S T I O N S T H AT
ARE TOP OF MIND FOR IT DECISION MAKERS:

How do I prepare my
organization for the
challenges in the era of
disruption?

What are the issues
arising from automation,
robotics and AI in the
workspace and society?

What are the
implications
of emerging
technologies
and business
models from an IT
perspective?

Does my organization
have the computing
power, storage,
networking and edge
capabilities to support
the needs of the future
workspace?

Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions
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Meeting the challenge of disruptive innovation
The disruptive force of technology is impacting companies at a much faster rate than decades ago, wiping off many organizations and forcing corporate
boardrooms to change how they view and adopt technology.

Less than 12% or just 60 of the Fortune 500
companies included in 1955 were still on the
list 62 years later in 2017

The 33-year average tenure of companies on the S&P 500 in
1964 narrowed to 24 years by 2016 and is forecast to shrink
to just 12 years by 2027
Average Company Lifespan on S&P 500 Index
Years, rolling 7-year average
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of the companies from
1955 versus 2017 have
either gone bankrupt,
merged with (or were acquired
by) another firm, or they still
exist but have fallen from the top
Fortune 500 companies
(ranked by total revenues)

Data: Innosight analysis based on public S&P 500 data sources
Source: www.innosight.com
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New technologies are ushering an era of multiplied innovation
T H E T H R E E C H A P T E R S O F I D C 3 R D P L AT F O R M

2007+

Technologies and services enabling DX in business operations,
methods and solutions, is expected to be more than $386.0 billion
in 2018, recording a double-digit increase of 15.3% against $334.8
billion spent in 2017.
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Increased ease in sharing data and information trigger a tectonic shift;
new innovation accelerator technologies emerge, enhancing existing
3rd Platform solutions, and data itself became valuable in its own right.

2022+

CHAPTER 3
Autonomy
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Total ICT Spending

Traditional ICT Spending

Real GDP

Traditional ICT spending will lag GDP growth by 2020, while total ICT
spending driven by 3rd Platform (i.e., cloud, mobile, big data analytics and
social) and IAs (e.g., robotics, cognitive systems, IoT and augmented/virtual
reality) will return to growth rates double that of the global economy. IAs will
account for almost 40% of the Asia-Pacific ICT spending by 2021 estimated
around US$619.1 billion.
Source: IDC Analysis
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While organizations are investing in DX to keep up with the
rapid pace of change, a majority are struggling

Digital
Resister

STAGE 2

Digital
Explorer

STAGE 3

Digital
Player

12%
STAGE 4

1%

Digital
Transformer

STAGE 5

Digital
Disrupter

For many organizations, their efforts in experimentation and innovation invariably lead
to islands of innovation and IT sprawl. In an effort to integrate these disparate systems
back with the traditional core IT systems, organizations set up separate, parallel “digital IT
environments” which are outdated in the DX economy. As IT functions are split into two
separate environments, each with their own processes, budget and stakeholders, frequent
integration challenges between the two different technology architectures and approaches
drive a buildup in technology debt. All this creates significant challenges for organizations to
effectively scale their DX efforts and gain competitive advantage.
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More than 60% of organizations in the
Asia-Pacific region are stuck in their DX
journey toward achieving enterprise-wide
transformation, or at a level expected
of a digital native enterprise.

Tactical Plans
Digital Roadmaps

Source: IDC Worldwide DX Executive Sentiment Survey, 2018 (APeJ N=1,011; 776 CIO/CTO/CISO and 235 CEO/LoB)
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No running away from multifaceted challenges, as enterprises
enter Industry 4.0 era
Today, several factors combined are escalating the costs of doing business, creating new barriers, and impacting overall growth and
expansion across global markets.

Looming trade tensions

Security and identity

Privacy and data sovereignty

Taxation and IP Protection

While the global economy is still on track
to match 2017’s pace of growth, which was
the strongest since 2011, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has cut its global
economic growth forecast for the first time in
more than two years. Escalating trade tensions
and stresses in emerging markets are the key
reasons for IMF’s downward revision to 3.7%
for 2018 and 2019, down from the 3.9 per cent
projected three months ago. Supply chains of
many global companies will be impacted.

Security breaches and hacks are
commonplace today, resulting in a
tightening of regulatory requirements
around security and identity protection
across all markets. In the event of a
breach, the onus of liability is increasingly
being put on enterprises that use and
store information, including provision for
substantial fines, such as in the case of the
European Union’s Global Data Protection
Regulation which came into effect
in May 2018.

Growth in threat perception for use of
cyber warfare by nations for defense and
spying has led to an outcry by citizens for
privacy protection. The European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which came into effect in May 2018, has
also driven overall awareness for greater
privacy protection and compliance. In AsiaPacific, many governments are exploring
stricter policies for privacy, security and data
sovereignty. An example is the Reserve Bank
of India which has mandated data localization
for companies offering payment services. The
new compliance requirement came into effect
in October 2018.

With growing digitalization, the world has
transformed into one global market. Goods
and services can be produced anywhere, and
delivered across global markets in a matter
of few seconds, hours or days. Particularly
for intangible goods such as music, content,
software codes, it is increasingly becoming
difficult for governments to curb tax evasion.
This is also a huge issue for companies
requiring intellectual property and copyright
protection, resulting in billions of dollars in
losses annually.

Source: IDC analysis, IMF and news articles
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A holistic transformation across the three tenets of future of work
THREE TENETS OF IDC’S FUTURE OF WORK FRAMEWORK

WO

RKSPACE

W

OR

The workspace of the
future will increasingly
be anytime, anywhere,
and a mix of physical and
virtual spaces but ensure
security and compliance.

KCULTUR
E
The workculture will be
even more borderless,
collaborative and
innovation focused, with
culture as the defining
character that enterprises
will utilize to compete.

W

OR KFO RCE

The workforce of the
future will increasingly be
distributed and intelligent
machines and humans
working together.

Transition from selling products and
services to experiences
The Future of Work is not an end – it is a journey with
the end state constantly in flux. Organizations that
develop an experience-centric model (front, back, and
center) and highly agile structures that can constantly
identify and adapt to changes of rapidly evolving
technologies and consumer preferences will be the
ones leading in the digitalized era.

IDC defines the Future of Work as the application of new talent management practices along with 3rd Platform and IA technologies to
fundamentally change the concept of work and how it is done. It is a holistic strategy that aims to leverage digital technologies, attitudes
and behaviors to reinvent the way businesses engage with their employees, partners and customers to drive higher efficiencies and deliver
superior experiences that result in sustained competitive advantage.

Source: IDC Future of Work Practice
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Intelligent transformation begins with a vision and strategy
for the future
IDC

By 2023, 30% of G2000 companies will generate at least 20% of their revenue outside their core
industries, using crowdsourcing and agile aggregation models to source talent and business capabilities
Progressive organizations are rethinking their
industries’ future and investing in startups or
companies that can help reinvent their core
business to diversify their revenues, or even
help their survival.
Examples of driving value outside one’s core business:

Enterprises that are slow to reinvent their
business model and operations are increasingly
finding themselves competing for a shrinking
share of their market’s opportunities. Incumbents
across almost every sector are being challenged
by startups and digital native enterprises.
Examples include WeWork, which offers
workspaces as a service; Lydia, a French fintech
platform offering virtual cards and payment
services, has launched a meta-banking app that

lets users access different bank accounts through
their app; and Flexport, a logistics software startup
offers more efficient freight shipping to more than
10,000 clients.
The future of enterprises now pivots on how well
they can transform and embrace the fundamental
changes brought about by emerging technologies,
the gig economy, and evolving demographics and
consumer behavior.

KT Corporation,
formerly known as Korea
Telecom, will gradually
move away from its
traditional telecoms
focus to generate 30%
of revenues from five
platform businesses
by 2021.

Reinsurer Munich Re
recently acquired Relayr,
an IoT technology and
services company, to
create new business
models and IoT solutions
for industrial and
commercial clients.

Toyota Motor
Corporation has
invested over US$1
billion in Southeast
Asia’s ride-hailing,
payments, and food
delivery services
company Grab.

As organizations venture outside their core business, they need to revamp their
IT and business capabilities.
Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions
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Workspaces need to be intelligent, contemporary and secure
to support future operating models
IDC

By 2021, 60% of G2000 companies will have adopted a future-workspace model — a flexible, intelligent,
collaborative virtual/physical work environment — to improve employee experience and productivity

The future workspace should
enable the workforce to:

Focus

The future workspace is not a static environment
or limited to specific hours, but one that operates
anywhere, anytime, on any device, and essentially
fits the new workstyles of “digital natives”.
Whether they’re traveling, off-site with a customer
or working from home, digital natives transform
any environment into their workplace by mixing
physical, digital and immersive technologies.

The workspaces of the future will also be
AI-enabled. Although AI technologies are currently
limited to optimizing resources consumption in the
workplace (e.g., lighting and air conditioning), new
emerging intelligent tools, including predictive
replies, automated conferencing and voiceenabled apps, will help employees become more
productive in the near future.

on core business
activities, enhancing
individual and company
productivity and
efficiency as well
as improving client
engagement, with a
direct result on costs
and time to market

Augment

physical capabilities
and senses, bridging
humans, devices, and
machines. Leverage
technologies that
support human
intervention and
enable new tasks and
safety dimensions

Connect

people, teams, and
facilities with machines
beyond the boundaries
of the company,
reaching colleagues,
peers, partners, and
suppliers among the
business community

IT departments should begin playing a more strategic role, shifting their IT policy approach from command and control
to partnering and influencing. With this new approach, IT will be able to better empower employees, gain their trust, and
deliver business value.
Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions
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Utilize new workspace practices and demands arising out
of changing demographics
IDC

By 2021, demand for top talent will result in 65% of G2000 companies offering coworking and remotework options that leverage pervasive access to enterprise and collaboration applications

Coworking is a fast-growing trend, driven by competitive pressures to innovate as well as attract and retain talent. IDC’s FoW Asia-Pacific survey
reflects this shifting trend:

45

recognize the need
% ofto organizations
bring changes in the workspace,
work culture, and technologies due to
millennials entering the workforce.

47

organizations recognize there are
% ofdifferent
generations at work
(e.g., millennials, Gen X, Y, Z) and have a
policy, or are working on one, to create
more cohesive workspace or
reduce friction.

26

organizations are exploring or have
% ofalready
shifted some employees to a
coworking or shared working space.

31%
Japan

30%
Hong Kong

17%
Singapore

8%
South Korea

This does not mean that every organization should explore moving to a coworking space. However, exploring ways to emulate the key tenets of
coworking to improve employee experience and foster a culture of innovation will prepare organizations for the needs of the expanding business.
Whether coworking or remote working, organizations will need to look into technologies for enhanced security and collaboration.

Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions, IDC Asia-Pacific FoW Survey 2018
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Time for a major shift in the employee experience paradigm
IDC

By 2021, at least 60% of G2000 companies will actively monitor and manage employee experience, and
utilize employee experience as a key differentiator to build and maintain B2B and B2C relationships

41%

of Asia-Pacific
organizations are
already making efforts to
make their work culture
friendlier, collaborative, as
well as fun.

Books have been written on the experience
economy, and almost any organization that
has been investing millions is doing so to
become customer-driven. The most advanced
organizations realize that to really be customer
obsessed they need to reprioritize their focus on
their employees.

Virgin founder Sir Richard Branson:

“

My philosophy has always been, if you
can put staff first, your customers second, and
shareholders third, effectively, in the end, the
shareholders do well, the customers do better,
and your staff remains happy.

”

Although organizations recognize the
importance of delivering superior experiences,
in reality only 30% of Asia-Pacific organizations
today have indicated that they have deployed
user experience monitoring solutions.

Enterprises need to ensure that business executives, HR and IT collaborate to adopt new KPIs and solutions capable
of measuring employee experience. Organizations’ leadership needs to demonstrate its commitment to employee
experience, not only customer experience. Invest in employees’ wellness and team development in addition to individual
development. Finally, be prepared to redesign your HR department and have new roles focused on employee experience.
Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions, IDC Asia-Pacific FoW Survey 2018
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Harnessing the power of data for experience transformation
Enterprises’ ability to create, derive, and manage data for their own use and to gain an edge by packaging some of that data for the
marketplace will quickly become an important factor that will determine their ability to compete effectively in the Industry 4.0 era.

Operating in 188 countries and serving more than 69 million
customers daily, McDonald’s creates massive amounts of data,
and it’s putting it to good use for delivering great experiences.

By 2020,

IDC

of large enterprises
will generate revenue
from data as a service
— from the sale of raw data,
derived metrics, insights and
recommendations — up from
nearly 50% in 2017

Personalization and experience improvement:

In addition to digital kiosks at stores, customers can order and pay
through the mobile app. The company also utilizes behavioral and
geospatial intelligence to offer complimentary products. Favorite
orders are saved and app users can avoid queues at stores, a good
reason to exchange data for convenience and it boosts repeat
purchases. In Japan, its mobile app customers spend an average of
35% more than those who do not use the app.

Dynamic product assortment:

A/B testing for digital menus to change product placement, imagery
based on real-time data, and even environmental factors such as
snow, or rainy days. In Canada, it has resulted in a 3% to 3.5% increase
in sales.

Data-driven culture:

the company is cultivating a data-driven culture in every sphere of
operations, from kitchen to in-store operations, to promotions. And the
results are promising as same store sales are up.

However, as enterprises wire up their assets, deploy more sensors across their
physical sites, and deploy or allow more smart devices, monitors and form factors,
the device and platform diversity is growing exponentially creating unprecedented
management and security challenges for IT teams. In response, many organizations
are looking for unified endpoint management solutions.

Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2018 Predictions
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Embracing AI as the future of IT and the need to reskill and redeploy
IDC

In 2019, 25% of IT development and operation processes will be automated, resulting in a 15% gain in
IT productivity and requiring IT to redefine skills and manage digital workers
AI in end-user computing and beyond:

From end-user workspace provisioning and onboarding experiences, to overall IT management
processes, automation’s role is expanding across
a wide range of set-up, configuration management
or maintenance scenarios. Beyond end-user
computing and workspace considerations, the
automation trend is pervading all aspects of IT
including development and testing. There are
also marketplaces today that sell AI algorithms.

Proactive threat detection for the
cyber-physical world:

Security is another realm of increased AI
applications. Organizations need to implement
technologies for monitoring network traffic in real
time, and use AI to understand endpoint behavior
or other anomalies across the infrastructure and
business assets or applications. By correlating
events from multiple sources including network,
sensors, endpoints, applications and the global
threat landscape, organizations can achieve
near-real-time detection of advanced threats
quarantine and plan subsequent actions to
minimize impact.

AI in data centers:
In data centers, decisions are increasingly
shifting from people to machines in terms
of when workloads are moved to optimal
physical, virtual or cloud-based compute
platforms.

Source: IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Work 2019 Predictions

AT&T’s massive US$1B
reskilling initiative:
AT&T identified that only about half of its
250,000 employees had the necessary
skills the company required. With
100,000 workers in jobs having to do
with hardware functions that probably
wouldn’t exist in the next decade,
AT&T has embarked on a journey to
reskill its employees. Known internally
as Future Ready, the initiative is a $1
billion web-based, multiyear effort that
includes online courses, collaborations
with leading universities and MOOC
platforms, and a career center that
allows employees to identify and train
for the kinds of jobs and skills the
company needs today and in the future.
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However, AI is also creating unprecedented challenges
SOME KEY ISSUES THAT
ORGANIZATIONS ARE GRAPPLING WITH
AI and ethics

The workforce today, and increasingly in the future, will see humans and bots working together.
However, as AI permeates everyday workflows and our lives, it is also raising questions around
ethics, the need for monitoring and explanation for bot actions, or even identification as bots
when interacting with humans. There are several instances of AI programs exhibiting gender and
racial bias, besides providing offensive suggestions or use of offensive language. The impact of
AI on jobs is also a hot-button issue for regulators.

The need for
monitoring
bot activity
Incentivize
or tax AI?
Where to use
AI and where
not?
AI and jobs

Bots banned from ticket sales in the UK:

South Korea limiting automation incentives:

The Breaching of Limits on Ticket Sales
Regulations 2018 came into force in July
2018, criminalizing the use of bots by U.K.
ticket sellers who buy more tickets than they are
allowed and reselling them at inflated prices. This
comes in response to the public outcry for the
government to take action against ticket touting. This
is one of several examples that demonstrate that if
bots are allowed to proliferate unchecked, it could
easily be used for malicious practices.

South Korea, like several other countries,
is worried about the impact of automation
on its workforce and tax collections. It has
passed a legislation, often referred to as “robot tax”,
to limit the tax incentives offered by the government
for investments in industrial robots and automated
machines. There are concerns that such government
actions – anywhere in the world – could hamper
the growth of AI adoption as well as the growth of
companies in which AI is a key future differentiator.

Source: IDC AP FoW Practice 2018
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Now, the focus should be on cohesive coexistence of humans
and digital coworkers or AI
IDC

By 2024, 50% of structured repeatable tasks will be automated and 20% of workers in knowledgeintensive tasks will have AI-infused software or other digitally connected technology as a “coworker”
There are more than

100,000
The ongoing maturity and adoption of analytics, AI and
automation software will reshape the roles of information
and knowledge workers across all industries and company
sizes. These technologies will drive opportunities that go
beyond labor replacement and/or augmentation, yielding
new levels of productivity, accuracy, quality, business
intelligence/decision-making and optimization. Adoption
will drive business innovation, leading to competitive
differentiation and disruption.

K E Y Q U E S T I O N S F O R E N T E R P R I S E S D E P LOY I N G A I :

bots deployed today across
various messaging and
web platforms. AI and highperformance computing (HPC)
are helping to solve some of
the most complex challenges in
medicine research, healthcare,
genomics, fraud analytics, and
climate change. AI will soon
become part of everyday work
processes and workflows.

How should
organizations
manage bots?

Will bots face
performance
appraisals like
humans?

Is there behavioral
and cultural training
for inducting new bots
into the organization
or launch in specific
geographical markets?

How will performance
and improvements be
measured over time?

Enterprise applications of AI should not just focus on driving automation and cost savings. An automation drive can appear lucrative
and offer cost savings in the short term, but if it stifles relationships with customers and partners, disrupts employee trust and the
organization’s ability to innovate, it will only hurt in the medium to long term. Therefore, it is critical to envision an optimal mix of AI
technologies with a focusing on augmenting human capabilities and delivering business value in the long term.

Source: IDC Future of Work FutureScape 2019, IDC AP FoW survey 2018
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OUTCOMES

Reimagining IT for the Future of Work – unified approach
with embedded AI and focus on superior experiences

Productivity

Innovation

User Experience

ENABLERS

Collaboration

DEVICES

USERS
Apps

Commerce

APIs

Bots/Voice

Personalization

THINGS
AR/VR

3D Printing

UNIFIED COMPUTING MANAGEMENT*
Analytics/BI

Cloud/Hybrid
Environments

Intelligent ERP

Edge
Computing

Engagement models

UC&C

Software-Defined Compute
Networks, Storage

EMBEDDED AI

Outcome
based

As a service

Risk-reward

Practices

Agile and
DevOps

Design Self-service Microservices
thinking enabled by
low code,
appstores

D I G I TA L T R U S T A N D P R O A C T I V E S E C U R I T Y

*Unified computing management proposes a standardized approach for managing technology capabilities across the lifecyclefrom evaluation, development to deployment, and subsequent refresh or phase-out. This standard management process should be
followed from provisioning and upgrades to security across endpoints, infrastructure and applications.

Source: IDC AP FOW Practice, 2018
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Preparing for the future
Don’t just look at Future of Work as an automation or technology upgrade drive. Look instead at the larger picture of new possibilities this can create for your organization. Many
business leaders understand the need for reimagining all aspects of work from strategy to operations to IT. However, this is a complex problem with many moving parts, and IDC
recommends the levers below:

Strategy and vision
The first step is to analyze the future of your
industry and develop a vision for the future
of your enterprise with actionable goals.

Experience centricity
Focus on developing an experiencecentric organization across all facets and
functions. The key outcome should always
be delivering superior experiences whether
it is for employees, partners or customers.
Metrics and tools should be deployed and
optimized to achieve this.

Leadership and governance
While transformation needs to be top-down,
the governance should be collaborative for
greater buy-in across functions and levels.
The strategy should be measurable and
communicated to all levels. Pay special
attention to change management and user
acceptance.

Workspace and operations transformation
It is now more critical than ever to empower
employees with the right set of tools,
technologies and an enabling environment
that fosters a digital first approach. This can
improve both productivity and engagement
levels, for better outcomes.

Talent transformation
Talent will be one of the most critical factors
for success in the digital era. Focus on creating
workspaces and talent practices that attracts
and nurture the best talent, reward innovation,
and convey the same as a unified brand identity
for your enterprise.

Innovation and collaborative culture

Empower employees with the right skills
and technologies that facilitate collaboration
and innovation culture, not just within the
organization but with your broader ecosystem
and partners.

Holistic security and data governance
The costs for compliance are
increasing, but remember the cost
for breach is exponentially higher
and will continue to rise. Therefore,
organizations need to focus on holistic
data governance and ensure that
security policies and safeguards are
translated and adhered to at all levels.

Augmentation versus automation
Don’t just use AI for automation and cost
savings as it can stifle relationships with your
customers and partners and hamper your
organization’s ability to innovate. Envision the
use of AI technologies for augmenting human
capabilities not replacing.

Technology is changing at a breakneck pace, and it will continue to evolve and drive productivity, collaboration, and efficiency in many
new ways. But remember, technology is only an enabler. A robust strategy that clearly lays the roadmap for your vision of the future
should drive your technology strategy and not the other way around.

This IDC InfoBrief was produced by IDC Asia/Pacific Custom Solutions. Copyright 2018 IDC. Any IDC information or reference to IDC that is
to be used in advertising, press releases, or promotional materials requires prior written approval from IDC. Email: AP_Permissions@idc.com
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Empowering Intelligent Transformation
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Device of Choice

Workplace Efficiency

Smarter Business

Be the device of choice
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Make IT more efficient &
enhance user productivity

Making businesses smarter
through emerging technologies

For more information, visit www.lenovo.com

